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Abstract: The number of primary caregiving fathers or “stay-at-home” dads has nearly tripled in the last four decades, warranting study of these men and their experiences. Previous research about these men generally finds that they are fulfilled by and enjoy their caregiving role. However, virtually all of this research is exclusively about white, college-educated, middle class men. Given the limits of these samples, what we actually know about the full population of at-home fathers is quite circumscribed. Previous research on working class family life provides numerous reasons that one’s position in the social strata can affect attitudes toward caregiving, especially the extent to which one is satisfied in the caregiving role. The omission of working class men from previous studies is a significant oversight. This project asks to what extent, if at all, does social class impact the experiences of primary caregiving fathers. By conducting in-person interviews with white, black, and Latino working class men in the Philadelphia area, I find that social class does impact the lives of these fathers, especially their ideas about gender, how they came to the caregiving role, and attitudes toward their position in the family.
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